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Your Book of Destiny Yearly Report

Instructions

Welcome to your personal report from the Book of Destiny! Inside you will find detailed
information about one year of your life. If you read carefully, you can extract even more
information from this valuable report.

The information found within comes from a very ancient and highly revered mystical science that
originated before the days of early Egypt. Its exact origins are unknown but its accuracy speaks
for itself. The information it will give you will be timely and practical, pertaining to the events and
experiences you are currently going through.



All About Your Birth Card

The Nine of Diamonds Person
The Card of Universal Values and The Giver's Card

Nine of Diamonds people are here to 'let go' and complete a major chapter in the evolution of
their soul and personality. This entails a lot of giving to others and being willing to release both
people and material things from their life when the time comes. If they have not heeded the call to
give and let go of others, money, relationships, and love, their life can be filled with
disappointment and remorse. Those on the positive side are philanthropic and generous, happy
and productive. All have the opportunity to experience first hand, the heightened consciousness
that comes from living a 'universal' life.

Despite losses from time to time, these people can do very well in business, especially when it
involves selling or other creative enterprises. They are great at promoting things they believe in.
They are great talkers and communicators. Many become counselors, if not professionally, then
at least with their friends and family. If they keep their values in proper perspective, they may
even attain affluence. A disregard for the higher laws will inevitably result in misfortune and
misery. They should be careful while driving and when taking any kind of risks and chances. They
can be reckless or accident prone.

Birth Card



They also have great minds and many are attracted to some professional work that allows them
to use their intellectual abilities.

One of the challenges of the Nine of Diamonds is to develop and use their charm and power to
do some good work. Many of them are destined to make great contributions to the world, often by
leading others to a higher form of knowledge or understanding.

Some of the Nine of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships

Nine of Diamonds like to have someone to talk to and prefer relationships with those who are witty
and smart. Most of them have at least one challenging marriage of a karmic nature and there are
usually responsibilities associated with family, spouse or children. Marriage is usually karmic, or
destined, and often long lasting. The men should always beware of female Club cards, except
the Jack of Clubs, who might make a good marriage partner. They tend to have traditional values
about marriage and are very giving people and easy to get along with.



All About Your Planetary Ruling Card

The Four of Diamonds As Your Planetary Ruler
The Card of Solid Values

This ruling card gives you a lot of good organizational talent and the ability to manage money
well. You are probably a good worker and may even enjoy kinds of work that others disdain. You
can be stubborn about your likes and dislikes as well as your philosophies about money and life.
You are fond of travel, but probably won't get to do a lot of it until you are older. To you, life is
work, and you will always have to work in order to have any happiness. Even in your personal
relationships, the work is a requirement. Nothing comes to you without a price. But the enjoyment
of work can be part of the reward for doing it and will ultimately bring you everything that you
desire.

Planetary Ruling Card



You can find your True Purpose this Year

There is at least one occurrence of a Six card in your reading in a prominent position (Long
Range, Pluto, Result, Environment or Displacement). This might be in either your Birth Card
Spread, or your Planetary Ruling Card spread. Either way, this gives you a special opportunity,
but one that is only taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity
to discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life to discover
what their life is about and whether or not they have some special purpose or goal that they are
to achieve during their time here on the planet. Many never find this purpose at all. Because of
the presence of a Six card in a powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to
discover what your purpose is. Of course, this only applies to you if you have the desire to know.
If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction, this will probably
manifest itself as a year of steady progress towards existing goals.

Sixes can be frustrating as well because they often represent static and unchanging conditions in
our life. However, they also bestow upon us a special ability to perceive that which is usually
hidden from our conscious minds. By listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration
and direction when these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire year.
If you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling
Card Spreads, then this message becomes even more significant.

Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year, along with other Sixes
that appear in your Yearly Spreads. They will reveal much about the special destiny that is
coming your way. Good luck on your path to inner discovery.

Auspicious Events

Auspicious Events Occurring for You This Year





The Cards that influence your entire year.

The cards in this part of the report are from your Birth Card's yearly spread. These are the most
important influences of the year so pay close attention to them. There will usually be a second
part using cards from another of your personal significators. But the Birth Card part is the most
significant.

Your Long
Range Card

 Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It
defines something or someone that will be a major focus of your
attention. It is neither positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your
time, energy or attention will be spent throughout the year.

The Ten of Spades as the Long Range Card

The Ten of Spades is one of the best cards for success and satisfaction
in your work and in health, though you can bet that you will have to work
for it. With this powerful card present, it is advised that you make a list of
all that you want to accomplish this year and get working. You will be
successful. At times you will feel that all you do is work, work, work, but
for most, the rewards will be more than worth the effort. Success related
to groups is highlighted.

Keywords:

A year of hard work and major accomplishment. Success with groups is
assured. Make a wish list and be willing to work.

Birth Card - Year Long Cards



Your Pluto
Card

 Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It
signifies something or someone that will cause a significant change in
some part of your life. It may define an area where you experience a
'mini-death' in your life, a place where you release a negative pattern to
make room for a more positive way of life.

The Three of Clubs as the Pluto Card

This is a year when you will be striving for more creativity and more forms
of personal or professional expression. Whether this means working two
jobs at once or being more creative and expressive in your current line of
work, you will have to make some effort to achieve the results you desire.
In your quest for more creativity you will also have to contend with the
limitations of the mind - too much mental activity can cause indecision
and worry and these can lead to stress and lack of focus.

The Three of Clubs can be a card of extreme worry and indecision, but
this is only the case when the creative aspects of the energy are not
being properly expressed. Keeping a balance between the positive and
negative manifestations of this card will be a challenge for you this year.
Your Result Card for this year will point to either a person who is involved
in this division of yourself, or to more information about the specific
content of your creative urges and desire to do two things at once.

Affirmation:

I am developing my creativity. Dividing my interests and energies
transforms me. I strive to be a writer and to fully express my thoughts
and feelings.



Your Result
Card

 Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big
change and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be
someone or something that you will end up with by your next birthday
that is a blessing in your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all
the hard work you did this year to transform yourself.

The Five of Diamonds as the Result Card

This will be a year of many changes for you and as a result of dealing
with your Pluto Card you may find that by year's end you are in a much
different place than when the year started. There may be a new
relationship, living location, and a new career on the horizon. Behind
these changes you are undergoing a shift in your basic values. At times
there may be some challenges as people and situations seem to
confront you. But it seems that change is inevitable.

A change is coming that it will be a good one that leads you in new
directions and provides more and much needed personal freedom.

Affirmation:

I complete this year with an entirely new set of values that sets me free to
explore new areas in my life.

Your
Environment

 Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in
a beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where
things will come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It
is always a good thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good
things from this card all year long.

The Ten of Spades as the Environment Card



Card A willingness to work hard and take on extra projects will bring you
unusually good success this year. This influence also can help to
overcome health or work challenges that may be present. To get the
most from this favorable card, make a list of goals and things that you
wish to accomplish as you start the year. That list, combined with a
willingness to do whatever it takes, can bring you great
accomplishments in the areas you desire.

Your
Displacement

Card

 Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to
pay closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a
person or thing that requires you to give them extra energy in order for
that thing or person to be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special'
occurrences that only come in certain years of life.

You are displacing the Two of Diamonds this year.

This can be a year of significant financial success, especially through
your connections with other people. It is through partnerships and
agreements of all kinds that your best financial prospects will be found.
Be ready to make a deal with whoever brings one your way. At the same
time, you will have a certain amount of success with the public and
possibly some success in your personal relationships because you will
be clear about what you want.



Overview of your 52-Day Planetary Periods

The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period

Birth Card 52-Day Planetary Periods

Your Mercury Period begins 2/16/1996 and ends 04/8/1996

Your Venus Period begins 04/8/1996 and ends 05/30/1996

Your Mars Period begins 05/30/1996 and ends 07/21/1996

Your Jupiter Period begins 07/21/1996 and ends 09/11/1996

Your Saturn Period begins 09/11/1996 and ends 11/2/1996

Your Uranus Period begins 11/2/1996 and ends 12/24/1996

Your Neptune Period begins 12/24/1996 and ends 02/15/1997



Your Mercury
Period lasts

from 2/16/1996
till 04/8/1996

 About the Mercury Period Cards from This Spread

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each
year. During this period, the focus is usually on communications, short
trips here and there, educational pursuits, or the affairs of siblings and
other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore,
they are some of the more important Mercury Cards of the year and will
apply specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are
represented by your Birth Card.

Your Direct
Mercury Card

 The King of Hearts in the Mercury Period

This period could find you spending time with a man who is kind,
intelligent and a good influence. He may come in and out of your life
quickly but you will find him to be intellectually stimulating and friendly.
You have a lot of emotional power and charm now that can help you
meet new friends or bring you rewards in any business or work that
involves dealing with people. Your ability to communicate in a loving
manner can bring many rewards.

Your Vertical
Mercury Card

 The Six of Clubs in the Mercury Period

This can mean a period of relative quiet and harmony that lasts but a few
days. This is a card of intuitive potential but an inclination to laziness now
may prevent you from doing anything with it. Your life can be harmonious
now if you take steps towards being responsible for the ways in which
you communicate with others and be willing to make compromises and
adjustments as well. This could be a very peaceful and enjoyable period.



The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period

Your Venus
Period lasts

from 04/8/1996
till 05/30/1996

 About the Venus Period Cards from This Spread

The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your
birthday each year. During this period, the focus is usually on home and
family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards found in this period
will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is
likely to occur.

Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one
of the arts should read their Venus Cards as general indicators of the
success or failure of those types of businesses.

The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore,
they are some of the more important Venus Cards of the year and will
apply specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are
represented by your Birth Card.

Your Direct
Venus Card

 The Eight of Clubs in the Venus Period

The power of your mind can bring money and success during this
period, especially with respect to women. This could mean advancement
in female schools or with females. It can mean the development of
psychic powers or the feminine side. This brings success particularly in
association with groups of women of all kinds. You may be a salesperson
or a teacher or a speaker but regardless of your sex you will find more
success with women at this time.

This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very
good results during this period, even if your other Venus Card is one of
challenge or adversity.



Your Vertical
Venus Card

 The Seven of Clubs in the Venus Period

This period could bring challenges or obstacles to your most heartfelt
desires. This could manifest as an argument with a woman or loved one.
You may be the subject of gossip or have opposition to plans, especially
related to love. You can transform any negative experiences now by
elevating your attitudes and letting go of fear and attachments. Bear in
mind that your own plans may not be the best for you, that something
better is possible if your mind is open.

Your other Venus Card may tell you who or what the emotional or
personal challenge is about. Also keep in mind that a strong or powerful
other Venus Card, such as a four, eight or ten, could mitigate the
adversity of this card and bring about very positive results from a
challenging situation.

The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period

Your Mars
Period lasts

from
05/30/1996 till

07/21/1996

 About the Mars Period Cards from This Spread

The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days
after your birthday each year. During this period, you are likely to have
more physical and aggressive energies. For this reason, this is a good
time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.

Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and
with any legal matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal
suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will indicate the probable success or
failure of these pursuits.

The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore,
they are some of the more important Mars Cards of the year and will



apply specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are
represented by your Birth Card.

Your Direct
Mars Card

 The Two of Diamonds in the Mars Period

This represents a partnership for money with a male or a lawyer, or one
that is aggressively pursued. This could also be a meeting with a male
regarding money and possibly about some legal matter. Watch out for
too much aggression and bossiness in business deals, especially with
friends. This is a great influence for finding venture capital and for using
your wits to make successful financial deals.

Your Vertical
Mars Card

 The King of Spades in the Mars Period

Any involvement with legal matters this year will turn out in your favor as
the King of Spades rules over your Mars period. You can expect better
relations with men and great success in any projects that you are
passionately pursuing. As a matter of fact, this card guarantees success
in every area of your life if you are willing to apply the wisdom he is
bringing you now. If you are ready to take a leadership role in your work
or business, now is the time.

You may also find that there are one or more men of the Spades suit for
whom you feel some attraction or anger during this period.

The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period

Your Jupiter

 About the Jupiter Period Cards from This Spread

The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal
year. During this period, the focus is usually on business and financial
matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The two cards found in



Period lasts
from

07/21/1996 till
09/11/1996

this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and
therefore, what is likely to occur.

Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of
the year, especially along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in
activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see an increase in our
finances through those directions.

The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore,
they are some of the more important Jupiter Cards of the year and will
apply specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are
represented by this card.

Your Direct
Jupiter Card

 The Six of Spades in the Jupiter Period

During this period your business, health and financial interests should be
running smoothly and steadily. Staying in your current business brings
the most rewards now and it may be difficult to effect any changes now.
Look for ways that you can get more out of what you are doing with
whom you are currently involved. It is likely that there are some favors or
rewards owed you that will come your way before this period ends. The
more you give, the more you will receive.

Your Vertical
Jupiter Card

 The Queen of Diamonds in the Jupiter Period

This powerful card of financial mastery can bring you huge returns if you
apply her wisdom and business savvy to your current methods of making
money. This is the time to expand your business and ways to make
money and to develop new and better ways to market your products and
services. Your timing is good and your sense of generosity may
encourage you to help others who are less fortunate than yourself. This
could also add to the crown you are wearing now.



Any and all women who have Birth Cards of the Diamonds suit could be
a financial or other blessing to you this year. Look to them for guidance
and help.

The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period

Your Saturn
Period lasts

from
09/11/1996 till

11/2/1996

 About the Saturn Period Cards from This Spread

The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's
influence. Whereas Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often
restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in this period will
combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is
likely to occur.

Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges
or difficulties for the year. However, by facing these challenges, we can
learn many things that will aid in our ultimate success. Saturn teaches us
patience and responsibility.

The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore,
they are some of the more important Saturn Cards of the year and will
apply specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are
represented by your Birth Card.

Your Direct
Saturn Card

 The Queen of Clubs in the Saturn Period

During this period you will have to be careful of what you say and how
you say it. Any impatience on your part could result in more problems
than it's worth. Most Clubs women you meet or associate with will seem
burdensome or difficult now, each perhaps with a different lesson to
teach you. Any mental work you are involved in will seem more difficult
but the end result will be a more solid foundation on which you can build



your future success.

Be on the lookout for women of the Clubs suit, especially those who you
are romantically involved with. These are likely to prove troublesome or
burdensome in some way during this period.

Your Vertical
Saturn Card

 The Five of Spades in the Saturn Period

Health issues or a journey caused by someone's illness, may cause a
change in your job or home during this period. A change in career or
work will involve more work and some problems though it may be
unavoidable. Changes tend to bring more harm than good now though
you may not be able to avoid them as they may be necessary for other
reasons. This card can also represent a change in your health condition
(for the worse) or a visit to a doctor.

This would not be a good time to take a vacation or travel so try to
schedule any trips either before or after this period. The only exception
to this would be if you have a very strong card as the other Saturn Card,
such as a four or eight, which could bring satisfactory results with
minimal struggle.

The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period

Your Uranus
Period lasts

from 11/2/1996
till 12/24/1996

 About the Uranus Period Cards from This Spread

After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period
usually comes as a welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and
we tend to focus on the people we hang out with both socially and at
work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what
influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.



Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen
have an unusual quality about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the
success or failure of our relationships at work or in other circles.

The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore,
they are some of the more important Uranus Cards of the year and will
apply specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are
represented by your Birth Card.

Your Direct
Uranus Card

 The Eight of Hearts in the Uranus Period

Success in spiritual study and working with groups is highlighted now.
The power and charm that you are now experiencing can be applied in
your work or humanitarian endeavors with great success. You should find
that you are successful wherever you direct this power during this
period, though spiritually related activities are highlighted by the
influence of Uranus. This is a card of cooperation among friends and co-
workers.

Because of the power of this card, it is almost a guarantee that this will
be a very successful and prosperous period. Even if your other Uranus
Card were one of challenge or difficulty, this card's power will overcome
it and have a successful outcome to the situations that arise.

Your Vertical
Uranus Card

 The Seven of Diamonds in the Uranus Period

This influence can bring an unexpected or unusual loss or outlay of
money, or a situation with real estate, labor (employees), or speculation
that leaves you feeling worried about money. You are given an
opportunity now to experience an unfettered knowingness of prosperity
and abundance if you choose. All you have to do is practice
appreciation and follow your intuitive knowingness that you are safe and
protected in the abundance of this magnificent universe.



This is a good influence for spiritual matters, learning new spiritual
information, attending classes, etc. Also, keep in mind that a positive
card, such as a four, eight, or ten, in the other position this period would
offset any problematic situations that may arise and bring about good
results overall.

The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period

Your Neptune
Period lasts

from
12/24/1996 till

02/15/1997

 About the Neptune Period Cards from This Spread

The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your
birthday each year. It is the last period of the year. This period is one of
the best times to take a vacation, especially if that vacation will take you
to a foreign country.

Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and
fears' for the year. It can represent things that we secretly want or things
that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune Period is usually
not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things
often appear blurred from our point of view.

The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore,
they are some of the more important Neptune Cards of the year and will
apply specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are
represented by your Birth Card.

 The Three of Diamonds in the Neptune Period

This influence brings worry over some money matter, perhaps connected
with travel or distant interests. Indecision and confusion over financial
matters can dissipate your energies and vague fears and worry may
interfere with your desire to achieve financial success. Also



Your Direct
Neptune Card

miscommunications are a distinct possibility now and clarity should be
stressed here. It is best to postpone any important financial decisions
until after this period.

The best way to handle this influence is to direct it into creative
expression. This is one of the better cards for ideas that can both make
you money and also allow you to express yourself.

You don't have a Vertical Neptune Card this year.



The Cards that influence your entire year.

This section has influences from your Planetary Ruling Card. Though not quite as significant as
your Birth Card's influences these will, just the same, be things that occur in your life and some
may be very important.Keep in mind that these two spreads represent two separate things
happeningduring the same time period. There is no need to try and combine theirinfluences.

Your Long
Range Card

 Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It
defines something or someone that will be a major focus of your
attention. It is neither positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your
time, energy or attention will be spent throughout the year.

The Six of Hearts as the Long Range Card

The Six of Hearts is a symbol of stability and perhaps monotony in love
and affections. For those who seek a secure foundation in love this could
be a welcome situation, though there will likely be compromises and
lessons. At the same time, the karmic nature of the six indicates the
possibility of relationships that are in some way paying off old debts,
even from past lives. If a significant new relationship does enter your life
this year, you can bet that this will bring with it the balancing of the
karmic scales in terms of love and affection. This year will show you the
value of giving as you 'reap what you sow' in the areas of love.

Whatever the specific nature of the events in your relationships this year,
it is sure that what you will be experiencing will help you to develop an
appreciation for being responsible for yourself as far as your romantic
and friendship connections are concerned. Remember the words of The

Planetary Ruling Card - Year Long Cards



Beatles song,

"And in the end, the love we take, is equal to the love we make."

Keywords:

I learn about responsibility in love and how to make compromises to
maintain balance in my closest relationships. I open myself up to
discovering a special and higher purpose for my life's work.

Your Pluto
Card

 Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It
signifies something or someone that will cause a significant change in
some part of your life. It may define an area where you experience a
'mini-death' in your life, a place where you release a negative pattern to
make room for a more positive way of life.

The Six of Spades as the Pluto Card

Health and work issues could take the spotlight for you this year as this
heavy-duty 'karma card' brings you the results of your past actions, both
good and bad. The Six of Spades card tends to create peace and
balance in all things and this may require the payment of past debts. If
you have not been good to your body lately, now is the time you may be
forced into making changes. The same goes for work and other life-style
areas.

Another major objective for you this year will be having to contend with
some sort of static situation in your work or health that perhaps you are
wanting to be different. The Six of Spades is a strong influence of things
in stasis, not changing. It can prevent travel, moves, changes in
employment or health so it is wise to have these areas in good condition
before the year begins. It can indicate a year of trying to get a job or



trying to change jobs and having to contend with a lack of success or
change in that area. Your success this year will come from
acknowledging the current situation and making compromises and
adjustments to get the most out of what is already there.

Maintain balance at all costs. This is your key to success. This card can
also indicate a less than desirable health condition that keeps reminding
you of a need to change your health habits. Your Result Card will give
you more information about this static situation or tell you who is involved
in it.

One of the greatest potentials of this card is that you could actually
discover or deepen your connection to an important and meaningful
purpose in your life. This card's appearance in this important spot could
be the signal of the time in your life when you find something of greater
meaning to stand for.

Affirmation:

I am learning to take responsibility for my health, my work and life habits.
I learn to make compromises. I am discovering my true life's purpose.

Your Result
Card

 Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big
change and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be
someone or something that you will end up with by your next birthday
that is a blessing in your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all
the hard work you did this year to transform yourself.

The Queen of Clubs as the Result Card

In some way related to your Pluto Card this year, you will achieve a
stronger connection to your inner source of guidance as well as success



in areas where you use your mental abilities to serve others. This could
be as a teacher, writer, publisher, or even a secretary, but it will be some
communications related field. On the spiritual side, this card could lift
you to new heights of inspiration as direct lines to higher knowledge and
guidance open up for you.

This card is also a powerful indicator that you could end up with some
woman of the Clubs suit by your next birthday. Whether this be a friend,
lover or family member, there is a strong indicator that the two of you will
be joined in some meaningful way by year's end.

Affirmation:

I achieve more intuition and success applying my knowledge in a service
capacity. I receive divine knowledge.

Your
Environment

Card

 Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in
a beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where
things will come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It
is always a good thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good
things from this card all year long.

The Queen of Spades as the Environment Card

Blessings and good fortune this year will come through hard work,
organization and spiritual self-mastery. This is an important year when
you could actually make some important inner changes that could altar
the way you perceive your life and in turn, altar your destiny. If you are a
Spades woman, benefits will come through your role as a mother or as a
romantic partner. Everyone else will benefit from relationships with
Spades women of all denominations.



Your
Displacement

Card

 Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to
pay closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a
person or thing that requires you to give them extra energy in order for
that thing or person to be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special'
occurrences that only come in certain years of life.

You are displacing the King of Hearts this year.

Depending upon your sex and your marital status, you could either have
a year of focusing on romantic matters, being a father, or mastering your
emotions. The King of Hearts can also bring success in any of the artistic
fields or any area where you deal with people or the public. Use this card
to get what you want romantically and to also master your own emotional
problems. You have a kingly love nature this year that can bring many
good things into your life.



Overview of your 52-Day Planetary Periods

The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period

Planetary Ruling Card 52-Day Planetary Periods

Your Mercury Period begins 2/16/1996 and ends 04/8/1996

Your Venus Period begins 04/8/1996 and ends 05/30/1996

Your Mars Period begins 05/30/1996 and ends 07/21/1996

Your Jupiter Period begins 07/21/1996 and ends 09/11/1996

Your Saturn Period begins 09/11/1996 and ends 11/2/1996

Your Uranus Period begins 11/2/1996 and ends 12/24/1996

Your Neptune Period begins 12/24/1996 and ends 02/15/1997



Your Mercury
Period lasts

from 2/16/1996
till 04/8/1996

 About the Mercury Period Cards from This Spread

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each
year. During this period, the focus is usually on communications, short
trips here and there, educational pursuits, or the affairs of siblings and
other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

The cards below are from your PR Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they
are some of the more important Mercury Cards of the year and will apply
specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are represented
by your PR Card.

Your Direct
Mercury Card

 The Six of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

This card indicates a lack of change in business affairs and a smoothing
out in this area. Under a Six of Diamonds there is no escape from debts
and obligations so if you owe money you may have to pay now. This
works both ways. This influence does not support changes in business
and you may find any travel plans or business changes get postponed
until later. Be prepared to settle up financially with anyone that you owe
money to, especially if they are related to education or your vehicle.

Your Vertical
Mercury Card

 The Jack of Clubs in the Mercury Period

This powerful creative card will give you the blessings of a quick,
powerful and very creative mind this period, and to a lesser extent, for
the entire year. This power can be applied to any project that involves
writing or other creative mental pursuits with great success. You may
even get some ideas for projects that are far ahead of their time. This
card can also represent an initiation into a new way or form of thinking or
communicating.



The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period

Your Venus
Period lasts

from 04/8/1996
till 05/30/1996

 About the Venus Period Cards from This Spread

The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your
birthday each year. During this period, the focus is usually on home and
family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards found in this period
will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is
likely to occur.

Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one
of the arts should read their Venus Cards as general indicators of the
success or failure of those types of businesses.

The cards below are from your PR Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they
are some of the more important Venus Cards of the year and will apply
specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are represented
by your PR Card.

Your Direct
Venus Card

 The Ten of Clubs in the Venus Period

Here we have some really good news or success with people or friends.
Social activities with intellectual overtones are emphasized. Success with
women. Having the right knowledge opens doors and makes many
beneficial contacts and friends. This is a card of satisfaction and instant
acceptance by others, perhaps dealing with intellectual pursuits.
Friends, and women in particular, will be stimulating and fun.



Your Vertical
Venus Card

 The King of Diamonds in the Venus Period

This period will bring a considerable amount of financial success. This
applies most if you are involved in a business or profession that involves
women, the arts, or articles for the home or beauty. It is time to start your
own business, if you are ready. This is also a good influence for artists or
musicians that will encourage you to market yourself better and make
more profitable business deals.

The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period

Your Mars
Period lasts

from
05/30/1996 till

07/21/1996

 About the Mars Period Cards from This Spread

The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days
after your birthday each year. During this period, you are likely to have
more physical and aggressive energies. For this reason, this is a good
time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.

Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and
with any legal matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal
suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will indicate the probable success or
failure of these pursuits.

The cards below are from your PR Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they
are some of the more important Mars Cards of the year and will apply
specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are represented
by your PR Card.



Your Direct
Mars Card

 The Jack of Spades in the Mars Period

Beware of dishonest dealings with men or legal involvements during this
period. Don't be tempted to take shortcuts at the expense of honesty. If
you get ripped off, the lessons you learn may not seem to be worth the
price you paid for them. Be watchful of attorneys, especially because the
ones you attract now are probably not very honest. You have a lot to lose
if you or they are not working by the book. Use this powerful influence to
generate more creative ideas for your work or business.

You may also find that there are one or more men of the Spades suit for
whom you feel some attraction or anger during this period.

Your Vertical
Mars Card

 The Two of Spades in the Mars Period

This card means a partnership with a man or men. This could also
indicate a meeting with an attorney about a legal matter. This is an
excellent influence for attorneys or anyone involved in negotiating work.
Under this influence you will work best in a partnership and have the
ability to keep the peace among those at odds with each other. Though it
may be a challenge, your honest efforts and hard work could bring much
progress towards your work goals now.

The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period

Your Jupiter
Period lasts

from
07/21/1996 till

 About the Jupiter Period Cards from This Spread

The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal
year. During this period, the focus is usually on business and financial
matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and
therefore, what is likely to occur.



09/11/1996 Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of
the year, especially along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in
activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see an increase in our
finances through those directions.

The cards below are from your PR Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they
are some of the more important Jupiter Cards of the year and will apply
specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are represented
by this card.

Your Direct
Jupiter Card

 The Nine of Diamonds in the Jupiter Period

Under Jupiter, this card can mean affluence. Spending or investing a
large sum of money is indicated, which means you have to have money
in order to spend it. A large sum of money can be both made and lost, all
within this period. This card indicates extravagant tastes and poor
judgment with money which can cause financial loss to the point of
discomfort. You might find much satisfaction, however, in matters that
involve charity or other community service.

It is likely that a job or occupation could come to an end now, but if so, it
will probably be one of the better endings you have had in your life. The
end will be easy and perhaps financially protected. If you resist any
endings that occur now, you are only depriving yourself of the wonderful
changes that are moving you to a new and better stage of your life.

Your Vertical

 The Seven of Hearts in the Jupiter Period

It is possible that challenging situations may arise now connected to love
and money. If you have mixed these two together and have some
attachments to people or money, you may find yourself in a quandary.
On the other hand, this blessed spiritual influence will make it much
easier than usual to adopt a giving and selfless attitude in love and



Jupiter Card business. If you do, you stand the chance of experiencing more love and
financial prosperity than you can imagine.

The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period

Your Saturn
Period lasts

from
09/11/1996 till

11/2/1996

 About the Saturn Period Cards from This Spread

The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's
influence. Whereas Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often
restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in this period will
combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is
likely to occur.

Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges
or difficulties for the year. However, by facing these challenges, we can
learn many things that will aid in our ultimate success. Saturn teaches us
patience and responsibility.

The cards below are from your PR Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they
are some of the more important Saturn Cards of the year and will apply
specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are represented
by your PR Card.

Your Direct
Saturn Card

 The King of Hearts in the Saturn Period

Through emotional self control, wisdom, and healing power, you will be
able to overcome any difficulties that may arise in this period, which is
usually the most challenging of the year. Success with health matters,
doctors or other areas will be attributed to your emotional maturity. You
are the 'loving father' now, and even though this responsibility may seem
a burden, it promises ultimate success and increasing wisdom.



For women, this card could indicate difficulties from some man who is a
romantic interest.

Be on the lookout for men of the Hearts suit, especially those who are
older or who may be in positions of authority or responsibility. These are
likely to prove troublesome or burdensome in some way during this
period.

Your Vertical
Saturn Card

 The Four of Hearts in the Saturn Period

This period could see you or someone you love recovering from illness or
other troubles that have been present. Marriage is also a possibility now.
You may marry someone older or younger, or one that is marked by
burdens or restrictions. Your own marriage could be a source of burden
or responsibility now and may not seem as happy or light as in other
times. Marriage for status or money is also a possibility with this
influence.

This card tells us that whatever your other Saturn Card represents, it will
have something to do with your marriage, family or home life. This is a
good card that can bring good results though it will take some effort. If
you are prepared to work hard during this period and keep your
relationship and family goals forefront in your mind, this card could
indicate a favorable outcome to whatever situations arise.

The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period

Your Uranus
Period lasts

 About the Uranus Period Cards from This Spread

After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period
usually comes as a welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and
we tend to focus on the people we hang out with both socially and at



from 11/2/1996
till 12/24/1996

work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what
influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen
have an unusual quality about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the
success or failure of our relationships at work or in other circles.

The cards below are from your PR Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they
are some of the more important Uranus Cards of the year and will apply
specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are represented
by your PR Card.

Your Direct
Uranus Card

 The Eight of Clubs in the Uranus Period

During this period you may have access to knowledge that brings power
in labor relations or real estate deals. Meetings to deal with these areas
are pegged for success at this time due to the power of your mind.
Success is likely in any areas related to education, volunteer work, real
estate, metaphysics, labor relations, high technology, or psychic
development. You may have access to advanced or unusual knowledge
that contributes to your career.

Because of the power of this card, it is almost a guarantee that this will
be a very successful and prosperous period. Even if your other Uranus
Card were one of challenge or difficulty, this card's power will overcome
it and have a successful outcome to the situations that arise.

 The Two of Diamonds in the Uranus Period

During this period you may enter into a real estate partnership or have a
meeting about labor issues. This could represent the signing of a real
estate contract. Let others attend to the details and don't let financial
fears bother you so much at this time. Partnerships can be the source of



Your Vertical
Uranus Card

both spiritual and material benefits under Uranus and may have an
element of the unusual or unexpected about them. The focus may now
be more on business deals and relations. Sometimes we have to make
arrangements with others in order to further our own financial future.

The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period

Your Neptune
Period lasts

from
12/24/1996 till

02/15/1997

 About the Neptune Period Cards from This Spread

The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your
birthday each year. It is the last period of the year. This period is one of
the best times to take a vacation, especially if that vacation will take you
to a foreign country.

Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and
fears' for the year. It can represent things that we secretly want or things
that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune Period is usually
not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things
often appear blurred from our point of view.

The cards below are from your PR Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they
are some of the more important Neptune Cards of the year and will apply
specifically to the areas of your life and personality that are represented
by your PR Card.

Your Direct

 The Two of Diamonds in the Neptune Period

During this period you may begin a money partnership regarding travel
or interests at a distance. This could also represent a meeting about a
business trip or foreign interests. You may even be able to apply some of
your psychic ability in your business affairs for success now. Under
Neptune's illusory influence there is always the possibility of being



Neptune Card deceived, by yourself or by others. Be clear and extra careful in your
communications.

You don't have a Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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